**UPSIDE DOWN!**

Let the TD-850 portable drum dumper assist your operator in rotating 55-gallon drums. The TD-850 allows operators to safely and smoothly mix drum contents, pour or dump them, plus control forward and reverse in the transport process.

The TD-850 can be ordered with a straddle leg configuration for approaching pallets and scales, for example, or be fully counter-balanced.

Your 55-gallon steel, fiber and plastic drums up to 850 lb. capacity are locked into a hinged, fiber-padded saddle and then raised to 60 inch total dump height. A 360° rotation radius with an anti-backlash worm gear reducer helps make all pours go smoothly and effortlessly.

Options include battery powered lift and EE / EX packages.

*Safe drum handling for the 21st Century!*
Preventive Maintenance Kits
Avoid costly emergency repairs and untimely delays. Keep your Parrot-Beak® drum handling units in top condition with minimal downtime.

A full range of preventive maintenance kits are assembled and available with the technician in mind. Ranging from simple spring replacement kits to complete overhaul packages, the kits are complete with step-by-step instructions, lubricants and detailed parts listings for Liftomatic’s line of drum handling equipment. The kits allow the maintenance professional to maintain, upgrade and rework worn or damaged equipment to operational status in less than an hour in most cases.

Contact Liftomatic or your authorized distributor today and keep your Liftomatic equipment where you want it... ON THE JOB.

Unchain Your Drum Handling
The L4F-QC forklift attachment includes an automatic Quick-Claw cam device which locks the attachment to the forklift eliminating safety chains and the need for a driver to dismount the truck to secure the attachment to the forklift.

The L4F-QC is fully mechanical, requiring no hydraulic or electric connections. It handles from one to four steel, fiber and plastic rimmed drums weighing up to 2,000 pounds each (8,000 pounds total) at a time.

The gravity and spring activated cam system automatically locks the attachment to the forks of the lift truck as soon as the L4F-QC is raised off the ground. The cams automatically release when the attachment is set back on firm ground saving time while improving safety.

The bottom photo on the right shows the L4F with QC option.

Day-in, Day-out, The Cost Savings Just Stack Up

No Frills. No Bells. No Whistles. The FTA drum handling attachment for steel drums is just safe, solid, and basic drum handling. The same unit can also handle plastic and fiber drums, including the ISO drum.

Padded belt-crades™ offer protection for the drum sidewall. Optional spark-resistant and explosion-proof packages are also available.
Two Drums At One Time, Even Open Tops

The Liftomatic Heavy-Duty DCM fork-mounted drum handler is automatic and mechanical. It handles 1 or 2 drums in a straight-line configuration. Ideal for loading containers and trucks, the DCM handles steel, plastic and fiber drums and has a total capacity of 2000 pounds (907Kg) per drum. It even handles open top steel drums (see below).

Equipped with Liftomatic’s exclusive Parrot-Beak® clamping system and cushioned belt-cradles, the 2-DCM is capable of loading 80 drums into a truck or container in less than 40 minutes time. Options include non-sparking components, EE/EX ratings, Quick-Claw® fork locking systems and Steel-It® USDA-approved stainless steel coating.

Customized Drum-Handling Units To Suit Your Needs

Are you looking for a custom drum handling solution for a problem in your plant, lab or warehouse? Since 1947, Liftomatic has specialized in finding creative, economical solutions to handling all varieties of steel, plastic and fiber drums. Armed with practical experience and the latest engineering tools, we’ll work with you to find a good solution. Tell us about your custom drum handling needs and let’s discuss how Liftomatic’s 65 years of custom experience can benefit your plant or warehouse.

Find It Fast

Price It Quick

Order It ONLINE!

The new Liftomatic website not only covers a wide array of drum handling equipment but it is also extremely user-friendly.
This photo exhibits that we “walk-the-talk” when we say Liftomatic builds them tough. This ruggedized L4F unit is used to place and extract drums to and from a steam bath operation. High temperatures and high humidity would cause lesser equipment to fail, yet this 4-drum unit just keeps taking a pounding and coming back for more. We build ‘em right so you don’t have to worry about what conditions you encounter.

Look for more durability examples in our next newsletter! Do you have one to share with us? PH: 800.837.6540 or sales@liftomatic.com. Thank you for your patronage!